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Abstract 
This study presents a new method for Iranian License plate recognition systems that will increase the accuracy 
and decrease the costs of the recognition phase of these systems. In this regard, ahybrid of the k-Nearest Neighbors 
algorithmand the Multi-Class Support Vector Machines (KNN-SVM) model was developedin the study. K-NN was 
used as the first classification model as it is simple, robust against noisy data set and effective fora large data set. 
The confusion among the license plate similar characters problem was overcome by using the multiple SVMs 
classification model. The SVMs model has improved the performance of the K-NN in the recognition of similar 
characters. The current study experimental results revealed that there is a significant improvement in the character 
recognition phase rate compared with a similar study.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility ofthe Organizing Committee of ICAFS 2016. 
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1. Introduction  
Lookingat our daily lives, we canfind the footprints of improving computer science and engineering in every 
aspect of life such as education, tourism, health and transportation. One of the most rapidly developing areas in the 
field of engineering is that of Intelligent Transformation System (ITS)1.  ITS, as an active research area, has started 
to play an important role in people’s lives such as in transport and mobility safety2. This phenomenon has 
encouraged governments and the private sector alike to exploit advanced technologies3.  Satellite system 
navigation4,5,6, road sign automatic recognition7,8,9 guided parking systems10,11,12, license plate recognition13,14,15 and 
vehicular security1 are some of the various ITS types.
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character with minimaltraining costs. The Jaccard and Euclidean distance functions yields revealed that the 
Euclidean distance is suitable for the study. The results of the KNN classifications show that K-NN is still confused 












Fig. 5. The Hybrid KNN-SVM Proposed Architecture 
Table 3.Similar Characters 
Characters types  Confused character  
Similar letters  
 
 
Similar numbers   
x SVM 
The multiple SVMs classification and recognition model is applied when the K-NN in the first classification step 
finds one of the similar characters in the recognition phase (Table 3). The SVMs trains only the similar characters 
sample data sets. Thus, the training rate of the SVM decreases significantly. Various kernel functions test results 
revealed that the best SVMs function for the current study is the RBF kernel, similar to previous33,34,35studies.
5. Experimental Results of the Hybrid KNN-SVM  
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper, 257 images of car license plate have been 
tested as part of the study. These license plate images were taken randomly by normal digital camera with a 
1024*768 pixel frame size, in RGB and JPG format. The camera was in the range of 5 to 10 m. from the car. The 
captured images were divided into2 groups: T1- Plate with at least one similar character (n=137) and T2- Plate 
without similar characters (n=120). The experimental results of each group are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Experimental Tests Results 
Applied Test T1(n=137) T2(n=120) Total (n=257) 
Plate region extraction  96.01 96.01 
Character segmentation  95.24 95.24 
Character recognition  96.82 97.31 97.03 
 
Common failures in Plate region extraction and Character segmentation in both groups are caused by characters 
with dots and image capturing insufficiencies. The K-NN (K=1) with Euclidean distance functions was applied in 
the first phase of classification and the multiclass SVMs with RBF kernel was conducted as an improved phase. 
Comparing the character recognition phase results of the current study with asimilar study23, we can 
statethat,althoughthe character recognition phase rate of the study is not faster than in the previous study23, the 
accuracyof recognition is higher(Table 5). In addition, the lower cost of the proposed system’s training phase is 
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Table 5. Feature Vector attributes. 
Studies  Feature extraction methods Models % 
Current Study  KNN “Structural features, ( H&V) Crossing count” KNN-SVM 97.03 SVM  “Zoning” 
Similar OCR SVM 94 
6. Conclusion  
In this study, a new method is presented to apply the LPR systems for Iranian license plates. Increasingthe 
accuracy of the character recognition phase rate and decreasing the training rate are the main advantages of the new 
Hybrid model. The K-NN was implemented as the first classification method, as it is simple, robust against a noisy 
data set and effective in large data sets with zero training cost. The confusion problem related tosimilar characters in 
the license plates was overcome by using the multiple SVMs classification model. The SVMs has improved the 
performance of the K-NN in the recognition of similar characters. The SVMs was trained and tested only for the 
similar characters, thus, the training cost of the SVMs decreased significantly. Comparison resultsbetweenthe 
current study experimental results of a similar study23revealed that that the presented hybrid KNN-SVM model 
improves the character recognition rate significantly from 94% to 97.03% for all cases tested.   
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